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I so enjoy panto season it is one of my favourite genres. This script written by Barrie 
Theobald had everything necessary for a traditional pantomime. The fairy and ogre had 
rhyming dialogue, there were in jokes, cringe worthy jokes principal boy and of course a 
dame! 
 
For some reason which I cannot quite put my finger on it took a while to get going and 
didn’t gel as well as it could. That said the actors worked together as a team and it was 
fun and entertaining. 
 
Matthew Chishick – (Ogre Blunderbus) – As the baddie of the piece this actor was 
deliciously evil ensuring the audience booed his malicious actions and dialogue. His 
visuals were outstanding and he engaged brilliantly with the audience. His movement was 
suitably menacing as was his interaction with the other actors. 
 
Sherrie Carslake – (Fairy Stardust) – This was a delightfully understated performance 
from this actress. She looked suitably fairylike and her dialogue had a girlish lilt that 
befitted the character perfectly. Interaction with the ogre and other members of the cast 
was natural and instinctive.  
 
Pete Ashton – (Dame Wendy Miller) – I enjoyed this actor’s characterisation though I 
would have liked him to have used his own voice. I found when he put on the Dame’s 
voice there were times when I was unable to understand what he was saying. That said 
he interacted well with the other cast members and built a special rapport with the Lord 
Chancellor. His audience participation was excellent and we so enjoyed his singing with 
King Cuthbert. 
 
Jessica Wilkins – (Colin) – I enjoyed this young lady’s performance immensely! She was 
lively animated plucky and dashing. Her dialogue was energetic and spirited with great 
diction and projection. She developed a good rapport with Tom and Princess May creating 
a principal boy of noteworthy merit.  
  



Spencer Allum – (Arnie)  
Jonathan Gowen – (Barney) – This pair worked well together with excellent banter that 
bounced along famously. On the whole dialogue was well delivered although I would have 
liked more projection and clearer diction from Arnie. They worked hard to bring out the 
humour of the piece especially in their scenes front of tabs. 
 
Laura-Anne Putterford – (Tom the Cat) – This was an outstanding performance! She 
looked fabulous in her “Antonio Banderas” costume and superb face makeup. Her 
movement was supple and feline and I loved the way she posed laying on the floor. 
Another terrific little touch was the way she burst into song every time the opportunity 
arose; and a very fine voice she has too! She was charismatic causing your eye to be 
drawn to her at every entrance and her acting visuals movement and dialogue were all of 
the highest quality. 
 
Gordon Bird – (King Cuthbert of Plaza Toro) – As king this actor had a suitably royal 
bearing albeit a little flustered. His dialogue was casually natural and well intoned and his 
interaction and reaction spontaneous and instinctive. There was one dodgy moment when 
he stopped the herald a little too early; however that all added to the laughs. He brought 
the humour out in the dialogue and made the character great fun.  The community singing 
he conducted with Dame Wendy was amusing and enjoyable.   
 
Cate Naylor – (Queen Mildred) – This actress had a well delineated character playing 
her part with an air of the Prima Donna. Her dialogue was delivered with panache and 
she made good use of hand gestures. She worked exceedingly well with King Cuthbert 
and two of them had a great rapport.  
 
Sienna Eden – (Princess May) – This young lady was a breath of fresh air. She was 
bubbly and sassy with a strong personality that demanded the attention of everyone who 
interacted with her. Dialogue was dynamic, visuals vivid and deportment regal. The 
rapport between her and Colin was realistic and tangible which benefitted their scenes 
together. She has a strong powerful singing voice which enhanced her rendition of 
“Holding out for a Hero” superbly. 
 
Karen Bird – (Lord Chancellor) – This role gave this actress a chance to display all the 
characteristics of a principal boy without being the actual principal boy! She delivered her 
dialogue with a put upon dejected and forlorn air which was perfect for the role. She 
developed a good rapport with Dame Wendy and interacted adroitly with all other 
characters. 
 
Yvonne Mitchell  
Karen Todd – (Ladies in Waiting) – This pair played their parts admirably supporting the 
royals with well projected dialogue and good movement.  I liked their free giggly 
personalities and their interaction with Arnie and Barney. 
 



Georgia Coney – (Herald) – Although this was a minor role this young lady was an 
absolute knockout! Her dialogue was clear and vivid with good inflection. Facially she was 
delightfully animated and her movement was easy and prevalent.  
 
Villagers/Dancer/Chorus – This group supported the principals with great aplomb! They 
sang and moved with animated enthusiasm which transferred to the audience brilliantly. 
Their entrances and exits were well contrived and executed seamlessly. 
 
Sue Gowen/Martyn Washbourne – (Directors) – This pair obviously worked extremely 
well together and created a fast paced traditional pantomime that was funny and 
entertaining. They had given the principals clear direction on how the characters should 
appear to the audience and given the chorus well defined characters. Staging was 
excellent with good groupings and positioning; ensuring there was no masking or 
upstaging. Entrances and exits had been well contrived and good use was made of the 
aisles in the auditorium. The music chosen fitted the action perfectly and not being too 
challenging meant the cast was able to perform them confidently and enthusiastically. My 
only criticism was the slapstick which didn’t really work. I say if you’re going to have cream 
pies they have to be in the face! 
 
Laura-Anne Putterford – (Choreographer) – Laura-Anne had devised some excellent 
simple yet effective routines incorporating modern and theatre dance moves which were 
ideal for the numbers. She had drilled the cast so every member of the cast knew exactly 
what they were doing thereby ensuring every piece was tight and uniform.  
 
Nick Marshall – (Musical Director) – This MD had worked brilliantly with the principles to 
ensure their solos were confident with good entries timing dynamics and projection. 
Chorus had also been well directed and again entries and timing were spot on. The small 
band were well conducted and controlled by Nick from his position at the keyboards 
ensuring they never drowned out the singers 
 
Sam Turner - (Stage Manager) – assisted by the stage crew. There was plenty to keep 
this SM and crew busy! All changes were effected quickly and efficiently which kept the 
action moving from one scene to the next. It was helpful that Barrie had written the script 
with scenes front of tabs to enable changes to happen. 
 
Tim Howling – (Set Design) – This was a super set which had been expertly constructed 
by members of the society. The whole was designed to give the cast an optimum acting 
area with clear entrances. It was absolutely perfect for the plot and enhanced the overall 
performance famously. 
 
Di Capel/Natalie Clarke – (Art Design) – The art work for this set was superb; with great 
attention to detail and perspective. The Mill was outstanding; it gave depth and relativity 
to the scene. The other back drops also had good aspect direction and viewpoint. The 
lake in particular drew the eye as did the village square. 
 



Matt Chishick - (Lighting Design) – This was the perfect design for pantomime and well 
controlled by Graeme Rhodes. There was a bright white light for the fairy an evil green 
for the ogre and a good use of red. The spots were well positioned and added to the 
overall effect; it was just a shame that the actors couldn’t stay within it. 
 
Steve Townsend – (Sound Design) – This was an excellent plot well operated by Steve 
Townsend/Sarah Lockwood/Jesse Dopson. The personal mics were a definite asset 
and were for the most part well cued; however there was one occasion when Princess 
May’s mic was late which meant we missed a couple of lines. Sound effects were super 
and well executed; with the sound level pitched exactly right. The splash in the lake was 
especially good as was the trumpeting.  
 
Carol Vockins/Debbie Wheeler/Cate Naylor/Jen Toon – (Costumes) – I liked these 
traditional colourful costumes which suited the characters perfectly. Ogre Blunderbus’ 
was of particular note as was Colin’s and Tom the Cat’s. 
 
Debbie Wheeler/Carol Vockins – (Properties) – These were all perfect their usage from 
market stalls complete with wares to chairs wands signposts and a suitably squeaky cart. 
 
Pyrotechnics operated by Graham Vockins started proceedings with a bang introducing 
the fairy and the ogre in traditional style. 
 
Sue Gowen/Martyn Washbourne – (Programme) –This was an informative programme 
on good quality paper with an ideal size legible font. Photos by Sue Gowen were sharp 
and clear and added greatly to the cast bios. I so liked the picture of puss for the 
youngsters to colour. The artwork of puss on the front cover was excellent and so like 
puss in the story 
 
Sue Gowen/SPT Members – (Front of House) – As always this front of house team led 
by Sue Gowen was friendly attentive and chatty.  
 
Thank you 

Jet 
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